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.Questions 1322 Section One .Questions1317 Question 13 This

looks funny, but I dont know if it has the same sense of humour as

me .This second one is pretty, but it doesn’t any of my personality

or taste in it. Oh, I like this one. The design is attractive and the

message is warm and friendly. Question 14 I started with some game

shows this morning. I answered almost all the questions correctly. At

11:30 I switched to the cable channel and the film was so boring that I

changed to Channel 5.Thats Animal World. But I was so tired that I

fell asleep. Question 15 There was a big book like a piece of furniture

with lots of long drawers that had cards inside. Each card represents a

different book. These cards are all arranged in alphabetical order. If

you know the name of the book, the name of the author or the

subject, youll be able to find the book you need. Question 16 It is

said in the newspaper that the temperature will be in the mid-eighties

Fahrenheit in the east today. No rain is expected, and the forecast

says the temperature wont go below seventy-five for the next week or

so. Question 17 It uses lighter material in the body and frame. It

adopts a new kind of carburetor which cuts down on petrol

consumption. That will save your money. The steering and brakes

powerful. You can take a test drive and see how it runs. Section Two

Questions 1822 Question 18 I just wanted to say well done for getting

that contract. You did a GREat job and we know it wasnt easy. What



would you say to a celebratory meal? I know a very good restaurant

near here. I’m sure we could get a table for lunch if youre free.

Question 19 Are you going to Head office on Monday? If you are,

do you want to go with me? I could pick you up about 8 and wed be

there by 10 if there wasn’t too much traffic. What do you say?

Question 20 Could you do me a favour? Im supposed to be seeing

the boss this afternoon but something’s come up. Actually, m

going out to dinner. Could you make some sort of sensible excuse

and say I’ll catch up with him on Monday? Question 21 Im coming

in for a meeting with Mr. Savage today at 10 and I just wanted to be

sure that I know how to reach you. Are you in that large building at

the corner of Station Road? It’s called Cintra House, or something?

Question 22 Well, if you havent any left in that colour, I don’t

think Ill bother. What about the trousers on page 14? Have you got

those in a medium size? I’ll have two pairs of them in grey, please.
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